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Bardakhanova Champkins is an Anglo-Russian architecture practice, 
international in outlook, and working in both the United Kingdom, Russia 
and Europe. 
 
The practice relishes constraints and firmly believe that, by a close 
understanding of needs and ambitions, creative solutions  can be 
developed that bring genuine benefit and value, irrespective of scale. This 
is rooted in a deeply held desire to propose, and then build, interventions 
or buildings that demonstrate a rigorous understanding of material 
construction, the social, economic and environmental sustainability of a 
project and richness of spatial experience.  

  

Partners  

Irina Bardakhanova MSc 
 
Graduated from Novosibirsk State Academy of Architecture and Fine Arts 
and the Architectural Association in 2007 and gained professional 
experience in London prior to establishing Bardakhanova Champkins in 
2010. 
 
Irina was the project architect for one of the pedestrian bridges for the 
London 2012 Olympics and has been responsible for the preliminary 
facade design, in collaboration with Office for Metropolitan Architecture 
(OMA), for three new residential buildings adjacent to the Commonwealth 
Institute, London. 
 
Nicholas Champkins BA (Hons) MArch RIBA FRSA 
 
Graduated from the University of Bath in 2000 with distinction and gained 
professional experience in London prior to establishing Bardakhanova 
Champkins in 2010. He was awarded the Rome Prize in Architec ture in 
2009, including a six-month residency at the British School at Rome.. 
 
Nicholas has been guest critic and lecturer at numerous Schools of 
Architecture in the UK and was appointed a BA (Hons) Programme 
Director at the British Higher School of Art and Design in Moscow in 2011. 
He is also RIBA Professional Practice examiner for the University of 
Westminster. 
 

United Kingdom 

RIBA Chartered Pract ice :  20009549 
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Bardakhanova Champkins Limited :  Registered 11676257  

Estonia 

Registered FIE : 14360630 
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